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each other, when friends/' The scheme may be compared with
similar schemes illustrated by Bouche"-Leclercq (L'Astrologie
grecque, p. 161); but it differs from them in having the parallels
inclined to the line of the equinoxes. The following arrangement
of "square aspects" is given for "houses" in § 78, where each
row forms a set of " brothers/' because they " see each other/'
I,      IV,      VII,         X,
II,       V,    VIII,       XI,
III,     VI,       IX,      XII.
J. NAKSHATRAS AND YOGAS
(a) Nakshatras.   According  to  Hindu  authorities  there  are
27	or 28 nakshatras, which are ordinarily considered as ecliptic
constellations.   The Jyotisha  Vedanga makes each of the 27
nakshatras occupy 13^° of the ecliptic, while Brahmagupta and
others give 28 nakshatras, unequally spaced alpng the ecliptic,1
Marshall states explicitly that there are 27 nakshatras and that
2j nakshatras are equal to one sign (§§ 2, 3, 4), but he gives
28	nakshatras in § 5.   He makes the nakshatras begin with
Asvim, and equates the first point of Asvinl with the first point
of Aries (§ 6).   In §§ 57, 59, 74, however, he begins with Knttika,
and the list in § 5 is actually a Krittikadi list.   In § 15 is given a
table of nakshatras and signs (? houses) in which, for each house,
the nakshatra is classed as of good or bad effect.   Here it will
be noted that there are often groups of 2j nakshatras (i.e. one
sign), and some single quarters of nakshatras (i.e. novenaries
or navamsas).   It will also be noted that the groups of 2j do not
on the basis of 27 equally spaced nakshatras, beginning with
Asvini, generally correspond to signs.   The reason for the " bad "
effects is not evident.2   In § 40 numbers i, 10, 18, 23, 24, 26 are
said to be bad, and this agrees, more or less, with § 15,   Another
list of good and bad nakshatras is given in § 49, and this may be
said to be orthodox after the Hindu fashion, but it does not agree
very well with § 15 ; and another list occurs in § 91.   In § 8 the
following are said to be the best, 8, 17, 21 and i.
1 Far further information see Kaye's Hind. Astvon. p. 22 sqq.
8 Roughly, the table agrees with the list of bad signs in § 16.   See
NoteC.         '

